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Mercedes-Benz pursues turbo boost for
GLA model in Mario Kart 8
June 3, 2014

Mercedes -Benz gains  a new driver

 
By NANCY BUCKLEY

German automaker Mercedes-Benz is enlisting Nintendo's Mario and friends to help raise
awareness for its GLA model.

The new GLA is being released in Japan, about the same time as Nintendo’s Mario Kart 8,
and the two companies are joining to promote the new compact sport-utility vehicle by
providing it as an option for characters to race. Mario’s upgrade from a go-kart to a
Mercedes-Benz indicates the increasing importance of gaming alignment for auto
brands.

“The benefits are that Mercedes reaches different audiences via different channels,” said
Rob Frankel, branding expert at marketing consultancy firm Frankel & Anderson, Los
Angeles.

“Not too many kids playing Mario Kart will buy Mercedes next week, but seeding them
now will plant the association between Mercedes and its symbolism as a status symbol in
the future,” he said.

“This is pretty much what Rolls -Royce has done over the years, successfully seeding itself
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as a measure of high quality, which is why people estimate values of other brands as ‘the
Rolls Royce of insert category here.'”

Mr. Frankel is not affiliated with Mercedes-Benz, but agreed to comment as an industry
expert.

Mercedes-Benz did not respond by press deadline.

Mario’s new ride
The video game company is upgrading its characters’ vehicles with a temporary free
download of the Mercedes-Benz GLA. The option to download the “GLA Kart” will be
available this summer on Mario Kart 8 for Wii U in Japan.

Mario leaps into his new car

Mario and friends will be able to ride in a convertible-style version of the GLA.

Mercedes-Benz released an ad that coincides with the game’s release date.  The 30-
second commercial features an 8-bit version of the popular Nintendo game, Super Mario
Brothers, instead of a view of Mario Kart 8.

Embedded Video: //www.youtube.com/embed/_AkgJZGspCM

GLA commercial

The basic rules of Super Mario Brothers entail collecting coins out of floating boxes and
getting to the next level without dying.

In the commercial, Mario jumps into his GLA as the well-known Mario theme song plays.
The level is quickly accomplished by collecting coins, smashing life-threatening
characters and reaching the castle at the end.

In Super Mario Brothers, as soon as Mario reaches the end of each level the next level
appears. In the commercial, as Mario and the GLA reach the end the music changes and
the screen is filled with an image of an actual GLA at a very similar, but real, castle.

The car drives across the desert and the door opens to reveal a human Mario. He exits the
car and the words “Go GLA!” flash across the screen as a deep voice announces “The
new Mercedes GLA.” After leaving the car, Mario is almost immediately hit by “Goomba,”
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a life-threatening character, and the game-over music is heard as the commercial comes
to an end.

GLA advertisement

The video and campaign have been advertised via the brand's Facebook pages.
Mercedes-Benz Japan is offering a t-shirt giveaway to 150 fans who enter to win. The t-shirt
will feature Mario, his brother Luigi and the car.

Although the Mercedes-Benz video shows the older version Super Mario Brothers, the car
will be an option to be downloaded in the new Mario Kart 8 racing game for the Ninendo
Wii. Players can choose their characters and cars to compete against the computer or their
friends on a variety of courses.

In the past the cars have been go-karts and other Nintendo-made options. Now the GLA
will be an option to all competitors in the Japanese game.

Fine line of advertising
Mercedes-Benz is not the first luxury automotive company to feature a video game of their
new car, but is among the first to have their new car featured in an already established
game.

Italian automaker Lamborghini spurred fans to engage with its new Huracan model with a
dedicated video game that featured the vehicle and a single course.

The “Drive my Huracan” game is distinct from other automotive games in that it did not
include interactive or alternative content. Limiting the game to the new vehicle will likely
serve of its  purpose of getting fans to linger on the Huracan (see story).

Lamborghini's Huracan game was made exclusively for the model and featured on the
brand’s Web site. This differs from the advertising campaign by Mercedes-Benz in that by
parterning with Nintendo, Mercedes-Benz will likely reach a wider audience.

However, the emergence of the car in Nintendo’s Mario Kart 8 approaches the line
between advertising and maintaining a luxury brand.

As luxury marketers continue to fight the unstable economy while maintaining a presence
across all platforms, there is a thin line between growing awareness and turning the
brand into a commodity.

Global ecommerce platforms, flash-sale sites and outlet stores have increased the
availability and attainability of luxury goods worldwide. However, this may not
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necessarily be a good sign since the key definition of luxury used to be its rarity,
unattainability and quality (see story).

The GLA appearance in Nintendo Wii U player may dilute the image of Mercedes-Benz,
but  the novelty of the enterprise may provide a kind of protective aura for the brand.

Mario Kart has always been a kid-friendly game, so the innocence of Mario driving a
Mercedes-Benz, although clashing with the ideal of luxury, might influence the future car-
buying generations.

“For Mercedes, it's  fine because it's  never too early to seed your brand into an
unsuspecting victim's brain,” Mr. Frankel said.

“As long as the Mercedes is featured in a positive role, Mercedes has only to gain from the
association," he said. "If, however, this had been included in Grand Theft Auto, it would
be profoundly negative."

Final Take
Nancy Buckley, an editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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